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"The American Dream is that dream of a land in which life should be better and richer and fuller for 
everyone, with opportunity for each according to ability or achievement."    -    James Truslow Adams, 
The Epic of America
Photograph credit line - Architect of the Capitol
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SECTION 1

The American Dream.  It is the promise of our 
Nation.  Pursuit of the American Dream has been 
the inspiration for millions of immigrants who 
believe through hard work you can enjoy both 
prosperity and social mobility.

They leave their country of birth to forge a new 
path in a nation that declares “We hold these 

truths to be self-evident, that all men are created 
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happi-
ness.”

It is the promise of Brand America.  But, is the 
promise uniformly achievable across the USA?

America

Written by Neil Diamond

Far  
We've been traveling far  
Without a home  
But not without a star
Free 
Only want to be free  
We huddle close  
Hang on to a dream
On the boats and on the planes  
They're coming to America 
Never looking back again  
They're coming to America
Home, don't it seem so far away  
Oh, we're traveling light today  
In the eye of the storm 
In the eye of the storm
Home, to a new and a shiny place  
Make our bed, and we'll say our grace  
Freedom's light burning warm  
Freedom's light burning warm
Everywhere around the world
They're coming to America  
Every time that flag's unfurled
They're coming to America
Got a dream to take them there
They're coming to America
Got a dream they've come to share
They're coming to America

Figure 1.1 Ellis Island Flag and Faces Exhibit

Photographs in the Carol M. Highsmith Archive, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division 
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2011630651/

Brand America’s Promise
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Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio has created a monthly quanti-
tative index that measures how we, as a nation, are doing in terms 
of achieving our American Dream.  The American Dream Compos-
ite Index™ (ADCI) powered by dunnhumby is a unique, robust 
measure of American sentiment and captures the essence of Ameri-
cans aspirations.  It is important to note the ADCI is the only sta-
tistically validated measure of the American Dream.

The ADCI quantifies the American Dream in its entirety.  It gauges 
the extent to which people living in the United States are achieving 
their American Dream.

The ADCI does not pre-determine the definition of the American 
Dream.  It includes 139 statistically derived statements pertaining 
to various aspects of the American Dream.  Based on factor analy-
sis, responses to these statements are reported as 35 dimensions 
which in-turn roll up to 5 ADCI sub-indexes.  You can read more 
about methodology HERE.

To determine the value of the ADCI in site selection, in 2013 The 
Burghard Group  executed a market research study among busi-

ness executives (97.6% of the study respondents were senior man-
agers or CEOs; n=83).

SURPRISING EXECUTIVE STUDY RESULTS

Executives are interested in knowing the ADCI score for locations 
where their employees work and live (87.3% indicated they want 
to know).

The survey uncovered a belief there is a real business benefit to em-
ployees feeling they are achieving the American Dream (89.2% indi-
cated there is).  The three highest ranked benefits were 1) increased 
employee retention, 2) better work-life balance, and 3) increased 
employee productivity.

The survey confirmed executives will use the ADCI score to differ-
entiate between location that were finalists in the site selection deci-
sion process (63.9% likely to highly likely).  And, would be reluc-
tant to relocate their business to another location with a lower 
ADCI score even if incentives were offered (31.3% unlikely to 
highly unlikely).

Net, executives care about the ability of their employees to 
achieve their American Dream. And, they will use the ADCI as 
an indicator of whether a location will enable or impede achieve-
ment.  In a highly competitive global market, a strong ADCI score 
can be a meaningful differentiator.  

This 2013 American Dream State Ranking Report created by The 
Burghard Group ranks the 50 states plus DC based on their success 
in creating the conditions that enable people living in their state to 
achieve their American Dream, and compares that success with 
2012 results.  
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Living The American Dream

For 2013, New Mexico is the state where the American Dream is be-
ing achieved to the greatest degree.  New Mexico’s ADCI score 
was +4% greater than in 2012, and +2% greater than second place 
Delaware.  All of the top 10 states are great performance bench-
marks to try and understand the drivers enabling people living in 
those states to feel they are better achieving their American Dream.
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Freedom of choice Generational progress Home ownership

Job benefits Material prosperity Health care

Destinations in life Access to education Job environment

Financial security

American Dream Economic Sub-Index™ measures one’s satisfac-
tion, freedom and progress with respect to their finances, job, 
home ownership and health care.  The specific dimensions evalu-
ated in this sub-index are:



The American Dream Societal Sub-Index™ measures the extent 
to which the government, businesses and people are fair and trust-
worthy.  The specific dimensions evaluated in this sub-index are:
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The American Dream Well-Being Sub-Index™ measures the ex-
tent of one’s contentment, health and prosperity in life. The spe-
cific dimensions evaluated in this sub-index are:

Family support Fruits of my labor Freedom of expression

Support of friends Happiness Entrepreneurial spirit

Leisure activities Satisfaction with residence Optimism

Personal health Social status Support of someone special

Civic participation Education quality Trust in Government

Just society Safety in travel Trust in business

Trust in people Safety in community



The American Dream Diversity Sub-Index™ measures the atti-
tudes toward the assimilation of differences in one’s community.  
The specific dimensions evaluated in this sub-index are:

The American Dream Environment Sub-Index™ measures the ex-
tent of pollution in the air, food, water and land that one encoun-
ters on a regular basis.  There are no additional dimensions evalu-
ated in this sub-index.
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Melting Pot - neighborhood Melting Pot - diversity Political freedom

Melting Pot - personal and social



AMERICAN DREAM DIMENSIONS
• Financial Security – satisfaction with financial situation

• Material Prosperity – ability to meet expenses and afford de-
sired material possessions

• Access to Education – ability to access a quality and affordable 
education

• Destinations in Life – ability to choose destinations (i.e. job, 
housing, travel, etc.)

• Job Benefits – satisfaction with job benefits and security

• Health Care – ability to access and afford good health care

• Freedom of Choice – ability to choose what one wants in life

• Generational Progress – state of one’s life relative to parents

• Home Ownership – desire and ability to own a home

• Job Environment – satisfaction with work environment

• Family Support – availability of help and emotional support 
from one’s family

• Support of Friends – availability of emotional and tangible help 
from friends

• Support of Someone Special – availability of care and support 
from a certain special person

• Happiness – satisfaction and contentment with one’s life

• Freedom of Expression – ability to express oneself freely with-
out repercussion

• Fruits of My Labor – extent to which one is rewarded fairly for 
efforts in life

• Entrepreneurial Spirit – interest in the pursuit of new ideas and 
progress in life

• Leisure Activities – ability to engage in leisure activities

• Social Status – belief that one is well regarded by others

• Personal Health – satisfaction with physical and mental health

• Satisfaction with Residence – satisfaction with where one lives

• Optimism – expectation of good things for oneself in life

• Trust in Government – satisfaction with government’s fairness 
and trustworthiness

• Trust in Business – satisfaction with businesses’ fairness and 
trustworthiness

• Just Society – extent to which society is fair and moral

• Trust in People – satisfaction with people’s fairness and trust-
worthiness

• Education Quality – extent to which schools are good and pro-
mote originality

• Safety in Travel – extent to which schools are good and promote 
originality
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• Safety in Community – extent of safety where one lives

• Civic Participation – extent of participation in one’s community

• Melting Pot: Neighborhood – acceptance of diversity in one’s 
neighborhood

• Melting Pot: Personal and Social Identity – acceptance of differ-
ent personal and different social ideas (i.e. sexual orientation, re-
ligion, etc.)

• Political Freedom – satisfaction with the ability to vote freely 
and make political choices

• Melting Pot: Diversity – extent of exposure to diverse cultural 
experiences

• Environment – extent of pollution in the air, food, water and 
land that one encounters on a regular basis

TOP THREE PERFORMING STATES 
BY ADCI DIMENSION
It is often helpful to know who the best-in-class performers are 
when looking to improve.  For each ADCI dimension, the three 
states rated the highest by residents is as follows:

Financial Security – NM, ND, MD

Material Prosperity – NM, HI, ND

Access to Education – DC, NM, DE

Destinations in Life – NM, HI, DC

Job Benefits – DE, NM, DC

Health Care – DE, HI, DC

Freedom of Choice – NM, HI, MT

Generational Progress – NM, DC, MS

Home Ownership – MT, NM, SC

Job Environment – MT, NV, DC

Family Support – CT, DE, OR

Support of Friends – CT, NH, DE

Support of Someone Special – NM, CT, SC

Happiness – NM, MT, CT

Freedom of Expression – HI, MT, NM

Fruits of My labor – MT, NM, DE

Entrepreneurial Spirit – MT, CT, DE

Leisure Activities – NM, HI, CT

Social Status – MT, NM, SC

Personal Health – DC, MT, SC

Satisfaction with Residence – ID, MT, DC

Optimism – NM, MT, DE

Trust in Government – DC, DE, MN
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Trust in Business – UT, NM, SD

Just Society – DE, CT, UT

Trust in People – UT, DE, MN

Education Quality – VT, CT, NJ

Safety in Travel – UT, VT, MN

Safety in Community – MT, WY, UT

Civic Participation – MD, DC, AK

Melting Pot: Neighborhood – WY, VT, HI

Melting Pot: Personal and Social Identity – HI, DE, CT

Political Freedom – MT, HI, UT

Melting Pot: Diversity – HI, CT, DC

Environment – VT, MT, NH

Remember, the ADCI data provide insight into WHAT residents 
feel, but not the underlying reasons WHY they feel that way.  
When using the ADCI dimension data as input into a community’s 
strategic planning process, it’s important to conduct additional 
market research designed to identify the specific drivers of resident 
sentiment.

STATE REPORT CARD
Letter Grade Criteria:

Top 10 States assigned an A

Bottom 10 States assigned a C

All other States assigned a B

Comparing 2012 to 2013:

States that moved from a C to either B or A, or from a B to an A are 
assigned a plus

States that moved from an A to either B or C, or from a B to a C are 
assigned a minus

Discussion: The intent of this Report Card is to provide you with a 
relative perspective on State overall performance and year-to-year 
progress in helping residents better achieve their American Dream.

It is also worth noting that on November 4, 2014 thirty-six states 
will be holding Gubernatorial elections.  The perception of state 
residents regarding the degree to which they are achieving their 
American Dream is a perspective worth due consideration.
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Comparing absolute scores year-over-year is a way to generally 
assess progress.  The following chart reflects those states with an 
index >= 105 (improving) and <= 95 (worsening).  All other states 
scored essentially the same in 2013 as they did in 2012.



ABOUT THE ADCI
Xavier University’s American Dream Composite Index™ (ADCI) 
powered by dunnhmby measures the extent to which people liv-
ing in the United States achieve the American Dream.  The ADCI is 
based on a random sample of no fewer than 1,000 adults per 
month.  The 2013 ADCI represents an analysis of 12-months of sur-
vey data allowing for the presentation on a state level basis.

You can learn more about the research methodology and extensive 
validation process by clicking HERE.  

General questions about the ADCI research can be answered by 
asking Dr. Gregory Smith at Xavier University.  Click HERE for con-
tact information detail.

ABOUT THE STRENGTHENING 
BRAND AMERICA PROJECT
The Strengthening Brand America Project is a educational website 
to teach economic development professionals how to apply private 
sector branding principles to brand their community, region or 
state.  The American Dream Composite Index™ and sub-index 
rankings for all 50 states are available HERE.

If you are interested in knowing how your state compares with an-
other state, you can send an email request to Ed Burghard at 
eburghard@mac.com.
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